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Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

UWATS BAU NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AI 2 - MDIIPB NOT ADEQUATELY SIOM 0O DESIGI 
TTPICAL DBAINGS - BRD-50-390/83-53, uBRD-50-391/83-50 - FINBL POMT 

The subject deficiency as initially reported to RC-OIE Inspector 
Linda Iatson on August 24, 1983 in aoordance with 10' CFR 50.55(e) as 
ICR 1B5 5036. Our first interi report as submitted on September 21, 1983.  
Enolosed is our final report.  

If you have any questions, please get in touch with R. 8. Shell at 
MS 858-2688.  
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Description of Deficiency 

TWAos typical installation drawings for fire dampers do not reflect the minimm 
space requimremnts needed for expansion between the fire dampers and the 
embedded sLwev. There ar. no installation drawings for backdraft dampers, and 
the installation drawings for flow control dampers are not adequate.  

Detailed Installation drawings for backdraft sad flow control dampers 
were not providod by TWA because the vendor drawings for installation 
MAre thought to be adequate. A review of the vendor drawings 
indicates that some clarifications and consolidations of design 
requrenmmts mere needed, inasmauch as there wmere four different 
contracts covering a period of moe than seven years which -esulted in 
som variation of design requireents. TIA purchased all insert-type 
dampers as 'undersied to manufacturer's standard size' while 
specifying the actual opening size and the nominal damper size to 
provide for clearance betwen the damper frame and the concrete 
opening. TWA designers incorrectly assumed that the vendor would 
supply undersized dampers to met the clearance requirements since the 
actual all opening sizes were given. In addition, the construction 
tolerances of the concrete openings were not considered when sizing 
the fire dampers. Some tire dampers were therefore installed without 
sufficient clearance and, in sow oases the sleeve was rewmoved by 
COIST personnel to facilitate the fitting of the dampers in the 
openings.  

TVA has determined that none of the deficiencies described above exist 

at Drowns Ferry, Sequoyah, or Bellefonte Nuclear Plants.  

Safety aImlicoations 

Some curtain-type dampers were installed in accordance with the 
typical drawings which did not reflect the minimum space requirements.  
In the event of a fire, the fire might not be contained and isolated 
in the area Inasmoh as the dampers my partially reopen due to trame 
distortion caused by inadequate clearance. This could subsequently 
lead to the fire spreading throughout the HYAC system. Also, the 
backdraft and flow control dampers might becom detached from the 
duotwork which could result in the lack of proper ventilation or 
cooling air supply to safety-related equipment due to failure of the 
dampers to function properly. The lack of adequate cooling for 
safety-related electrical equipment could result in their failure.  
Thus, the safe operation of the plant could possibly be adversely 
affected.



Corrective Action - C01100 to Both units 

TWA has completed a 100 percent inspection of all fire daeo r s to 

nsure that they met the requiremnts in the area of compartmentation 

and fire protection. Replacement dampers have been ordered from 

Rudin Copany for all dampers which do not met minimm clearanee 

reuirwMts or were installed without sleeves.  

TVA requested Underwriter's Laboratory (L) to test fire dampers 

installed with no clearance, and fire dampers shic tare Installed 

using methods that differed from the vendor's recommlded method.  

Preliminary test results have been received from OL which has given 

TWA a good indication of what fire dampers mst be replaced and which 

ones are acceptable %s-installed.0 Evaluation of the inspection 

reports and the final results of the additional UL testing will enable 

TVA to determine the number of fire dampers that are acceptable "as

installed.6 

TVA is revising construction drawings under Engineering Change Notice 

(EC) 4297 to reflect damper installation requirements including the 

vendor's recommendations. All fire dampers requiring replacement will 

be installed in accordance with UL and vendor specifications. All TVA 

drawings will be issued by January 3, 1981, to enable CONST to 

eomplete fire damper replacement by February 26, 198.  

TVA had concluded after a review of baekdraft and flow control damper 

installations that these dampers are adequately installed to meet 

design requirements. Therefore, no replaoement is necessary. The 

drawings associated with the backdraft and flow control damper 

installations will be Issued by January 3, 1984.  

EN DES's Mechanical Engineering Support Branch will issue Design Guide 

DO H 18.2.15 "Fire Damper Application Selection and Installation* by 

February 1, 1984, to ensure that future fire dampers are purchased 

with the proper type and size and necessary installation details are 

specified on construction drawings.


